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by 

B.A.M. Piggott, B.A. 

As a cmtrlbutmn to the study of vertical se&xratlon stsdards for use 

m air h-affix.2 oon~ol, an examination is made of the possiblllty of applying 

the speatrsl methds already used 1~1 gust load evalutlms to the moblen of 

determining the height-keeping errors caused by atmospheric turbulence. 

Although lt 1s found that the data available on the lm frequency components 

of atmospheric turbulence and on the nature of the oontzol applied by the 

pilot, whether human or automatic, are not suffmient to allow an aacurate 

estimation of these errors, it 1s concluded that they do not m&e a si&zFTi- 

cant contribution to the total errors experienced. It is noted, hmevar, that 

certain atmospheric phenomens lx outside the mope of the theory used here. 

* Replaces R.A.E. TecbmcsJ. Report 67195 - A.R.C. 29841 
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1 D?TRODUCl'ION 

The magnitude and frequency of the heightkeeping errors of an aircraft 

attempting to fly steadily along a fixed flight path are of interest in the 

study of vertical separation standards. The experimental approach to theix 

estimation raises severe difficulties of measurement and evaluation of results, 

but sOme work has been reported'. A theoretical attack on the problem would 

involve the study of each of the many factors which contribute to height devia- 

tions. In the pesent work we examine a possible methal of assessing the oon- 

tribution made by one such factor, atmospherio turbulence. 

The response to atmospheric turbulence of an aircraft under the control 

of sn autopilot is represented as that of a linear system SubJeCted to a oon- 

tinuous random disturbance. The techniques of spectral analysis are applied 

in order to determine the characteristics of the resulting motion. The problem 

1s thus resolved into three parts, as follows. 

First, the representation of the characteristics of atmospheric turbu- 

lence. The object of this work has been to test the applicability in this 

context of the spectral techniques already used successfully 111 gust load 
2 evaluations . A brief discussion of the method and its scope is given, with 

reference to the available data. 

Second, the derivation of the equations of motion of an aircraft flying 

through turbulence. The standard lcngitudmal equations of motion are used, 

with additional terms to allow for the variations, due to turbulence, in the 

velocity of the relative wind. A simple form is assumed for the elevator con- 

trol equation, w&h represents the actions of an autopilot. An appendix 
swmaarises the derivation of these equations. 

Third, the derivation of the charscteristios of the height errors. An 

expression is given for the standard deviation of height error of an aircraft 
in turbulsnoe of a fixed intensity. A method is also proposed for obtming 

the distribution of hei&t errors in routine operations, when turbulence of 

varying intensity is encountered. 

The results obtained fran this approach are illustrated by some numerical 

exsmples. Comparison with the experimental results shavs the calculated height 

errors to be muah smaller than the total errors experienced in practice, and 

the reasons for this are disaussed. 

i 

i 

, 
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2 A!iXOspIIERIC TURBUIENCE 

An extensive discussion of the nature of atmospheric turbulence is beyond 

the scope of this Repart. Lumley and Panofs Id treat the subJeot fully and 

same more recent work was described at a meet- in 1966 organised jointly by 

the Institute of Navigation and the Society of Autanotive Engineers4. An 

earlier meeting atR.A.Ea5 was also devoted to this topic. 

Briefly, we assume atmospheric turbulence to be a random process oharaa- 

terised by certain spectral density f'unotions6 and probability distributions. 

Although it is not truly stationary or hanogeneous, we assume that it can be 

regarded as such over moderate periods of tune and large horizontal regions; 

its dependence on height, however, cannot be neglected. Not all phenanena 

?Jhrhlch might be classed under the general headmg of "atmosFheriC turbulence" 

can be included m this treatment2; notable examples which require separats 

consideration are waves, the single large updraughts associated tith 

cumulonimbus, and vertical wind-shears 8 . 

We describe the variation of each component of the turbulent velocity 

by meas of a spectral density function containing parameters vrhzh are 

assumed to vary slowly with time. Thus variation is desorlbed by m?ans of 

observed *probability distributions, where these are available; otherwise the 

Farmeters are asslgned values consistent with observed spectra. 

For the purposes of this study, we require expressions for the spectral 

density functions of the longitudinal and vertical components of atmosphere: 

turbulence. The expressions' 

2$L 
G&J) = 

7t(l + L2 n2) 

and 

2 L (1 + 3L%2) 
Gm(Q) = g 

x(1 + L2n2)2 

respectively, where 

(1) 

(2) 

. 

R = w/v, (3) . 

IJ is the frequency of the turbulenoe component as observed from an airoraft, 

U 1s the steady speed of the aircraft, L 1s the scale of the turbulence (a 
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measure of the mean eddy size) and CT g is the root mean square gust velocity 

(indicating the intensity of the turbulence), sre frequently used in aerw 

nautical work andwe shall adopt them as standard spectr& For c mpison, 

we shall also use the "minus five-thirds law" speotrm3 in the form 

(n ( 27vN 
G,#‘) = G,(R) = 

0.4 2 (27t/ky3n-5~3 
(4 

g 
(n > 2x/h), 

where h is the wsvelength up to which the law is assumed to hold. 

Of the parameters L, ug and h, only the root mean square gust velocity 

cg has been studied in sufficient detail for prcbability distdbutfons relating 

to Its behaviour in routine opsratlcns to be available. Press, Meadows and 

Hadlock'o have given the three following formulae, corresponding to the 

altrtde rsnges O-10000 ft, IOOOO-joOO0 ft and 9000-50000 ft respectively: 

(5) 

where LT~ is measured in ft/sec; the corresponding cunilative pobsbility dis- 

tributions ars shm in Fig.1. For L and h, the values 1000 ft and 5000 ft 
respectively give spectra m god agreement with observations IO . However, as 
pointed out in Ref.10, at low frequencies (gust wavelengths 2& greater than 

3000 ft) the spectra are not yet dequately defined, although the available 

measurements suggest a flattening of G,(n) in this region. 

3 EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF AN AIRCRAFT 

We consider an airoraft which, 1~1 still air, would be flying steadily 
along a strslght flight path. Axes are fixed 111 the aircraft., with origin at 

the centre of gravity. In the steady flight condition, Ox 1s directed forwards 

in the &m&ion of the relative wind, making an angle y above the horizontal; 

Oy 1s hormontalandto starboard, and Oz is downward.s in the vertical plane 

ccntmmng Ox (Fig.2(a)). It is assumed that there 1s no coupling between the 
motlcns of the aircraft in and normal to the vertmd. plxme containing Ox, and 
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that the latter do not make sny contribution to the variations in height; thus 

only forward, vertical and pitohing motions need be considered, together with * 

ohanges in the elevator angle IJ, which is controlled by the autopilot. A oon- 

trol equation representing sn idealised autopilot height lock is used, no aocount 

being taken of t&s-lags or non-linearitiss, 
II 

or of errors in the signal fed to 

it . We also assume that the aircraft is rigid; Dobrolenskii 12 has shown that 

this may lead to underestimation of the effeats of turbulence. 

Let the disturbed velooity of the airoraft relative to the steady wind 

have components U+u along Ox and w along 0s (Fig.2(b)), the undisturbed values 

being U and o, and the angle between Ox an3 the steady relative wind being 8. 

We assume that the only effect of atmospheric turbulence on the motion of the 

aircraft is to add a gust velocity with components ug and wg (Fig.2(c)) to the 

otherwise steady wind; variations of this velocity over the length and span of 

the aircraft are neglected. The components ug and wg and hence u and w, are 
assumed small aompared to U and the equations of motion are linearised on this 

basis. It is shown in an appendix that the resulting equations, written ~1 
terms of non-dimensional variables, take the form 

i 
(D-xU)fi -xw % 

A . 
+M = xu +x w ug wg (6) 

1 Y! 

-riu ?I + (D-z$v+ (q - D)0 
,. 1 

= z u +z w 
ug wg (7) - 

K G + (*+Z)ii + (D~+vD) 8 + 6~ 
II w,. = -au - ww 
g g (8) 

-G6DB +Dn -(khD + $;l = 0 (9) 

(cos y)% - (co9 y)e +Dg = 0 (W 

where ti = q/u, % = w/u, iTI = 
g (11) 

D = d 
YG' T 

= time in aksecs 

Ge, kdk are oonstants of the autopilot, 

4, ~9 zu' =+ k, k, , x, - o, x, v and 6 are ocnstants of the aircraft, 

(dimensionless aerodynamic derivatives), and l? is the dimensionless vertical 
deviation of the airorsft from its undisturbed flight path. 

From these equations we also derive in the appendix the aircraft's trans- 
fer functions Y long(P) andYl& (p) for response to the longitudinal and lateral * 
components of amnospherio turbulence. 
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4 OAICUIATION OF THE HEIGH!P ERRORS 

. 

. We have obtained the transfer functions for sn airorsftls height response 

to the longitodinal and lateral components of the turbulent gust velooity. For 

simplloitywe shall now assume the fLght path angle y to be small, so that 

these ocmpomnts asnto first order be identified with the longitudinal and 

vertioalcaapcments of atmspheric turbulence referred to in section 2; for 

large values of y the transfer f'mctlona relating to the latter amponents 

waild be 

and 

YloJP) cos Y + Y&P) sin Y 

respectively. 

Ylong(P) sin Y + Y&P) cos Y 

(12) 

The dimensionless frequency corresponding to the units introduced 111 the 

appendix is 

A 
w cz mn 

PS 

snd, frcun the spectral density function G(n) of a canponent of atmospherin 

turbulence, we - likewise derive the corresponding dimensionless form 

e(G) = ps G(n) . 
LUJ 

(13) 

The dtinsionkss spectral density function of the height response of an air- 

araft to this component is then given6 by 

Iy (G) I2 &) , 
where Y(p) 1.5 the appropriate transfer fun&Ion; the varlanoe of the height 
response is 

m 

(15) 

Assuming the two .wnponents of the turbulence to be independent, we obtain 

for the standard deviation of the height response 
w 

m 
4 

u = 
PS UC 

Iy long (1;)12 C,(L) + lYLat (iw)12 6,(i) aj II ft . (17) 0 
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Since the turbulence spectra given in section 2 are proportmnal to o2 
g' 

theb 

use in conJunction with equation (17) will make Q proportional to IJ. . 
g 

On the further assumption that the turbulence-induced height errors of 

an aircraft flying in turbulence of a given intensity (i.e. fixed root mean 

square gust velocity) have a Gaussian distribution with mean zero aml standard 

deviation LT given by equation (17), the pobability of the height error being 

between x, and x2 feet during routine operatmns is 

prob (x, < lhl < x2) = 2 exp (-+x2/u2) dx au 
g . (18) 

We my identify this probability with the proportion of flight time which the 

aircraft spends between x, and x2 feet above or below its planned flight path, 

assuming atmospheric turbulence to be the only source of error. 

5 NUMWICAL EtxAMEms 

We use equation (17) to calculate the root mean square height response 

corresponding to unit root mean square gust velcclty in a number of oases. 

Results far different intensities of turbulence may be calculated by mlti- 
plying +he value of o thus obtained by the appropriate value of u . Ewept 

g 
where otherwlse stated, we use the standard turbulenoe spectra, equations (I) 

and (2), wathL = 1000 feet. 

We consider first a medium bomber cruising at 4.0000 feet. The asro- 

dynamic data are given in Table 1; Figs.3 andkshow the longitudinaland 

lateral transfer functions together with the corresponding turbulence speotra. 

From equation (17) we obtain in this case u = 2.43 feet (this and subsequent 

results were calculated on the R.A.E. Mercury computer). Setting Yloug = 0, 

we obtain d = 2.37 feet, show% that the response to the vertxKL component 

of the turbulence domnates that due to the longitudinal. canponent; therefore 

UI all subsequent calculations we neglect the latter. 

We now e xmune how the computed value of u depends oh the aoouraoy cf 

tne data used. Table 2 shows the effect on CJ of vary- the aerodynamia deri- i 

vatives xu, xw, .a 
U’ 

zws K, 0) x, v and 6; we conclude that xw, K, z, x end Y 

may be neglected altogether and that only sw has a great effect on U. For * 

subsequent cases, we set x = VI K =z = x = Y = 0 and6 ~100; withthe remain- 

ing data as zn Table 1, we obtain u = 2.35 feet. 
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Table 3 shms the effect ~8 varying the autopilot constants; u is insen- 

sitive to changes in GE, but changes by % for a 1% change in GO or Gh. Fran 

equation (9), it mn be seen that multiplying 6 by a given factor is equivalent 

to multiplying all the autopilot constants by the same factor; hence the insen- 

sitivity of (r to 8 could be deduced frm the results given in Table 3. 

Table L+ shows the effeot of varying the soale L used in defining the 

turbulence spectrum atd also results obtamed using the minus five-thirds law 

spectrum, equations (&), with various values of the out-off wavelength h. We 

see that use of the minus five-thuds law, with h = 5000 feet, gives a result 

dlfferlng little frm that obtamed with the standard spectrum. Hmever, c is 

shown to be strongly dependent cm the value chosen for L or h and this unde?+ 

lmes the need far more mformtion on the 1~ frequency part of the turbulence 

spectrum; Figs.3 and 4 show that the maJor part of the response corresponds to 

gust wavelengths greater than 3000 feet, where the shape of the spectrum is 

not well established. 

As a second example we consider a large turboprop aircraft 111 a rsnge 

of flight conflgurations8 cruue, club, loiter and. approach. Table 5 shows 

the data used and the results obtamed, which in&cate that the aucraft 1s 

least susceptible to height errors when in the cruise configuration and most 

susceptible during approach. It must be noted, however, that the same values 

of the autopilot constants were used in all these oases. The values are 

typlcal of those whmh would apply to a muxsmg aircraft under autmatic 

control; in other circumstances the aircraft would be controlled differently. 

Thrrdly, we consider subsonic and supersonic Jet transport aircraft 
(see Table 6). The standard deviations of hei@ error calculated for the 

subsonic Jet are slightly smaller than those obtained for the turboprop. The 

supersonic Jet, horrever, shows a markedly smiler response m the cruise 

configuration, though It may be doubted whether the assumptions made about the 

aerodynmic derivatives hold 111 this case. 

Finally, equation (18) is used to calculate the distribution of height- 

keepmg errors of the subsonic jet, referred to abave, in the cruise configura- 

tlon at 40000 feet. The resultmg histogram is shown in Fig.5, together with 
the experimental results of Gracey and Shipp'. It 19 apparent that, according 

to the present calculation, height errors of more than 100 feet due to turbo- 

lence scour far less frequently than do observed errors of the same magnitude. 
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We have desaribed an airoraft flying under an autopilot height-look as a 

linear system with a random input representing the effect of atmospheric turbu- 

lenoe andwith the resulting height variation as output. In this way a formula 

has bean &vd.oped for the standarddeviation ofhe@t errors due to a+zaos- 

pheric turbulenoe and some numerical examples have been oauputed. An expression 

has also been given for the distribution of these height errors, ad a compare- 

son made between the calculated distribution for a subsonic Jet transport air- 

craft and the distribution of observed height errors reported by Grscey and 

Shipp'. This ccnnparison 1s illustrated III Fig.5, tiich shows the calculated 

errors due to atmospheric turbulence to be much smsller than the observed 

errors. 

A major diffxulty zn the procedure described above is the representa- 

tion of the autopilot; further intormatlon is needed on this and on the still 

more diffxult problem of represent- the behaviour of a human pilot. The 
numerical examples given in section 5 indicate that another drawback of the 

method is the absence a? adequate data on the longer-wavelength components of 

atmospheric! turbulence; these are ocmparatively unimportant for the purpose of 

gust lard evaluations, but are almost entirely responsible for the height . 
errors caused by the turbulence. 

Several other factors contiibute to the difference between the calculated 

and observed he&t errors. Firstly, the vsriatlon in the velocity of the 

relative wind 1s probably not the only way in which turbulence affects he-t- 

keeping- e.g. the static pressure altimeter reading used by the autopilot may 

be affected. Secondly, some atmospheric phenomena which cause ccmsiderable 

height-keeping errors cannot be desoribed by the speotralmetbds used in the 

present work. Thirdly, there are the effects of the various approxunations, 

such as the linearisation of the aircraft equations of motion and representa- 

tion of atmospheric turbulence as a haanogeneous, Isotropic, statlonsry random 
process, whiah were neaessary in order to set up a tractable mathematxd 

model. Finally, the errors described by Gracey and Shipp are not entirely 

due to atmospheric turbulence; indeed we may conclude that those components 
of the turbulence which can be represented by the spectral theory make no 

appreciable contribution to these errors. 

Thus the conclusion of this Report u that atmospherx turbulence, 

excluding such phenomena as raves, single large updraughts, and wmd-shears, 
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whiah uannot be treated by the spectral method used here, does not make a 

significant contribution to airaraft height-keeping errors, but that the 

accuracy to which this contribution cm be calculated is limited by the lack 

Of 

(4 sufficiently accurate data on the characteristics af atmos- 

pheric turbulenoe, particularly as regards the longer-wavelength cunponents; 

(ii) adequate representation in the aircraft equations of motion of 

the lnfluenoe of control by the pilot, whether human m autamtic; and, 

(iii) consideration of the effects of turbulence on the equatlms of 

motion of the aircraft other than those resulting frm the variation in the 
velocity of the relative wind. . 

. 
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Appendiz A 

DERIVATION OF THE AlRCRAJ?T EQUATIONS OF MfQION'3D'4 
(*ee section 3) 

Consider a rigid aFroraft. which, in still air, would be flying steadily 

with speed U along a straight flight path making an angle y above the hcri- 

zcntal. Axes are fixed relative to the aircraft, with origin 0 at the centre 

of gravity, such that in the steady flight condition (F&2(a)) Ox is directed 

forwards along the flight path, Oy is horizontal and to starboard, and 0s is 

downwards in the vertical plane contaaning Ox. Only forward, vertical, and 

pitching motions of the aircraft are considered; thus Oy remains horisontal, 

while Ox in general makes an angle 8 above the steady flight path, where 8 is 

the pitching angle (Fig.Z(b)). Writmg U+u and w for the components of velo- 

city along Ox and 0s respectively, and assumingu/U, w/rr and 0 tobe small, we 

have the following equations of motion8 

du "Z = x - mg sin (u+@ 3 (A-1) 

= M, 

l 

(A-3) . 

where m = mass of the aircraft, 
B = moment of inertia about Oy, 

(X,2) = cgnponents along Ox and 0s respectively of the aerodynamic farce 

(III which we include the engine thrust), 

and M = moment of the aeraiynaic force about Oy. 

The vertical deviation h from the steady flight path is given by 

dh 
zz = (u+u) sin (y+B) - w 00s (y+e) - u sin y ) (A-4) 

and the elevator angle n by I 

17 = Gee + Ghh + Gp, 
/ 

hdt , 
F 

where G e, Gh and Gr; Bpe the autopilot constants. 
. 
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The variation of the relative wind (Fig.2(c)) is composed of the varia- 

. tion of the velocity of the aircraft and of the wind itself. The components 

along Ox and Oe of the latter variation are the longitudinal and lateral @;ust 

velocities ug and wg respectively; thus the components of the relative wrnd 

areU+u+uganaw+w. 
g 

We assume that if ug and wg are small compared to 

U, then u, w, 8 mdq remain small and the variation of the aerodynamic foroe 

csn be represented by the linear expressicns 

x o=(u+u -x 
bJ xu + (w + wg) x (A-6) 

Z -z = (u+u 
2 

zu + (w + w 0 g’ z: (A-7) 

M-M = (u+u 
0 .k? 

Mu+ (w+ w 
2 

Mw + $ M+ + Jg Mq + n Mn , (a-8) 

where X u' + zu, Zw' Mu, Mw# M+, Mq and.Mq are constants (aerodynamic deriva- 

tlves of the aircraft ) and X0, Z. and MO are the values of X, Z andM respec- 

tively in steady flight. Fran equations (A-l) to (A-3), we obtzun in the 

steady flight cchdlticn 

xO 
= mgslny (A-9) 

z. = - mg cos y (A-10) 

MO = 0 . (A-II) 

Substituting the values of X, 2 andM given by equations (A-6) to (A-II) 

into equations (A-l) to (A-4) and neglecting squares and produots of smsll 

quantities, we obtm 

du m z + ge cos Y = (u + u2 4; + (w+ wg, X, (A-12) 

m~++eSiny-U~ = (u+u 
8, zu + (w + w 

.J zw (A-1 3) 

B d20 - = (u+ u&J 
at2 

Mu + (w + wg, M, + gMq+ "Mq (A-14) 

dh 
dt = (ue - w) 00s y . (A-15) 

5 It is usual and convenient to rewrite these equations x7 non-dlmenslonal 

form, using the following units of mass, speed and timer 

. 
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the maa of the airorsft m lb, 
the speed of steady motion u ft/sec, 
the airsec Z = m/(pSU) set, 

where p is the local air density in slu&ft3 and S is the airoraft's wng 

area in ft2. We therefore write 

ii = q/U, et0 
x u = XJ(pSU) , et0 

k = (mg 00s y)/(pSJ2) = $ CL, 

(A-l 6) 

(A-1 I) 

(A-18) 

where CL Is the lift ocefficient of the aircraft, 

kl = ktany 

J+ = m/(p=), $ = B/(d2>, 

where C is the tail arm of the aircraft, 

(A-19) 

(A-20) 

. 

(A-21) 

(A-22) 

(A-23) . 

(A-24) 

(A-25) 

(~-26) 

T = t/c, D a d FG = dd(PN &, ?I = (pS/m)h . (A-27) 

Equations (A-12) to (A-15) and (A-5) can then be written 111 the form 

(= 3 -x ii -ZC,'" +kB = xu;lgt xwGg (n-28) 

- z,ji t (D - z$rt (k, -D)B = zutg+ zwkg (A-29) 

E~+(@+;)&+(D~~YD)~+~TJ e = *lJ -f$ 
g g (A-30) i 

(00s y)% - (008 y) e tD: = 0 (A-31) 

G$e-mt(&hDt$-)k = 0 (A-32) 
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Solving these equatmns for ii, we obtam 
i 

F(D): = Flow (D) $ + Flat (D) Gg , (A-33) 

where 

F(D) = D6 + a$ + "$J4 t a,D 3 + a,D 2 + a-,P + a -2 ' (A-34) 

Flong (D) = -(DL + "p3 + ~$3') zu cos Y f (A-35) 

Flat (D) = -(D4 + "9' + zp2 + z,D) zw 00s Y , (a-36) 

a3 = K3 (A-37) 

a2 = K2 + Gob (~-38) 

9 
= K, + N,G,$ (A-39) 

a0 = K. + P,Ge6 + (N, - Q,)i,& cos y (A-4“) 

a-1 = (p, - R,)th6 cos y + (N, - ~J,)&~'hs cos y (A-41) 

a, = -c (P, -R,)Ggo co8 y (A-42) 

K3 = N,+v +x (A-43) 

K2 = P, l VN, + XQ, + w (A-44) 

K, = VP 1 + XR, + k, -KS, (A-45) 

K = 
0 %I - KT, (~-46) 

N, = 4 *IA + Q (A-47) 

PI = xuzw - xwzu (A-'+@ 

a, = -(k, + *,, (A-49) 

Rl 
= k,xu-kzU (A-50) 

sl 
= k-x w (A-51) 

Tl 
= klxw-kzw (A-52) 

x3 = x+v (A-53) 

x2 = z + Go6 + K(N, - Ql)/Su (A-54) 

z3 = x + v - P,/zw (A-55) 

=2 = Ge6 + k, - PI (x + ")1/z, (~-56) 

=I 
= (KT, - 2, - P,Ge6)/zw . (A-57) 
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The 1mgitudLnal and lateral transfer functions are 

PI&p) = $-&P)/%P) 

Y&P) = F&P)&(P) l 

A~pendixA 195 

. 

(A-58) 

(A-59) 



Table 1 

DATA FCR A blEDIUM BCUEER CRUISING AT 4.COOO ET 

-I- 

i 

-0.02 

0.011 

-0.365 
-2.56 

0.274 

960 ft2 
40620 XI 

726 ft s&' 

K 

IJ 

X 
v 
6 

Ge 
Gh 

Gli 

-0.849 

19.5 

3.15 

4.50 
165.6 

1.0 

0.01 deg ft-' 
-1 -1 

0.0002 deg ft se0 

Table 2 

SENSITIVITY OF COMPUTED HEIGHT ERROR To CUNGES IN ME 

AwcB)YNAMICDERIVATIVES 

Aerdynamio derivative with value 
different from that U-I Table 1 o- (f-t) 

none 
x -0.02 x 1o-2 

u -2 x 0.011 x 10 TA 
=u -0.365 x 10 -2 

=w -2.56 x 10-2 

K -O.&V x 1o-2 

w  19.5 x IO -2 

X 3.15 x 10 -2 

Y 4-50 x IO -2 

6 50 

6 100 

6 200 

6 504J 
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1 Table 

SXNSITMTY OF COhWTED HEIGHT ERROR TO CHANGES IN ME 
A0TOPl.J.M CONSTANTS 

Ge Ge 
Gh Gh oh cl- 

deg ft-' deg R-1 deg rt-' -' 2-t set 

1.0 0.01 

0.9 
0.01 

1.1 E 0.009 
1.0 

0.01 I 

1.0 0.01 

0.9 
0.01 

1.1 

~ 

0.009 
1.0 

0.01 I 

1.0 0.01 II.01 0.01 

i 1 

4 Table 

SENSITIVITYOFCObEUTED HEIGHTF.RRORTO TKE FORMOF THE 

TURBUIENCE Z?&WX!RUM 

I Standard spectrum Minus five-thirds law I I 

500 1.65 2000 I.46 

1000 2.35 5000 2.30 

2000 3.29 10000 3.20 

. 



i 

STjNW+D tSVU.TWi OF UUCHT ERROR OF A LftRGE lUF3OPROP AIRCRAFP 

JN VARIOUS FLIGHT CCNFIGURATICN? 

Approach 0 -0.150 -1.30 -2.87 1.30 105 000 211 5.6 

I 
In all 
COllflgllIM.lO~S I 

s - ,529 rZ 6 - 100 G,$ = 1 Gh - 0.01 deg it-1 Gg - ,.&7 x lo-!+ deg x-1 set-’ 
I 

IDlbsmic 
CNiSe 4mw -0.019 4.478 -2.36 0.478 am coo 767 a430 2.2 

Loiter 20000 -0.0'9 -0.3 -2.36 0.301 180 cm 623 a0 2.7 

cruise 63300 0.00653 0.034 -0.813 0.105 2-D 000 2130 

I 

5040 0.8 
mpersonic 

Climb JOWO -0.012 -0.142 -3.969 0.143 12.30 0001 848 5040 2.0 

In all cas=s s I 1OG 00 - 1 Gh - 0.01 deg It-’ CT, - 1.667 x 10 + deg It-’ sec4- .-- -1 
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SDBOLS 

ooeffioients in F(D), see (A-34) snd(a-37-42) 

mcment aF inertia of drorsf%aboutOy 

lift coefficient of aircraft 

V&T 
probability distribution of ug far routine operations, 

see (5) 
operators in height response equatiun, see (A-33-36) 

acceleration due to gravity 32.2 ft/sec2 

power spectral density function of a component of 

atmospheric turbulence 

dimensionless farm of G, see (I&) 

poww spectral density functions of longitudinal and 

vertical. components of atmospheria turbulence 

autopilot constants, see (A-5) 
dimensionless autopilot constants, see (A-21) 

vertical deviation of aircraft from steady flight path 

dimensionless form of h, see (A-27) 

B/(d2) 

a -2' a-1 J . . . . a 3 
B 

CL 
D 
? 

6 
G uu' Gww 

. 

4% 
ktany 

. 

constants, see (A-434.6) 

tail arm of aircraft 

scale of tibulenoe 

mss of the aircraft 

dimensionless aerdynamic derivatives, see (A-22-26) 

moment a? aerodynamic force about Oy 

value aF M in steady flight 

aerodynamic derivatives, see (A-8) 

4 "u + 4 
centre of graviti of aircraft 

xu % - xw =u 
-(k, + x,! 

klxu - % 
aircraft wing area 

k-TV 
time In seconds 
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SyMBoLs (conta) 

. 

z 

Tl 
u 

x 

x2, X3 

39 % 
X 

X0 

XuJ x, 
Y 

ylat’ Ylong 

z 

21’ 22’ =3 
z 

ZO 

ZuJ Zw 

Y 
6 

v 
e 

44~) set = 1 airseo 

klXw - kzw 
cmponent along Ox of difference between steady and 

unsteady velocity of aircraft 

ti 
longitudinal gust velocity 

%P 
steady relative wmd speed 

cmponent of -craft velocity along Oz 

w/J 
lateral gust velocity 

wP 
ng = weight of aircraft 

co-ordmate in direction fixed in aircraft and, in 

steady flLght,dlreoted farwards along flight path 

ocefficients m Flong (D), see (A-35, 53, 54) 
dimensmnless aercdynamic derivatives, see (A-17) 

ocmponent of aerodynamic force along Ox 

value of X in steady flight 

aerodynamic derivatives, see (A-6) 

coordinate In direction fixed in aircraft and, in 

steady flight, horizontal and to starboard 

transfer functions of height response to lateral and 
longitudinal gust velocities respectively, see (A-58, 

59) 
co-ordinate I.XI direction fixed in aircraft and, in 

steady flight, directed downwsrds, perpendicular to 

flqht pth 

ooeffxients in Flat(D), see (A-?(, 55-57) 

oomponent of aerodynamic force along Oz 

value of 2 in steady flight 

aerodynamic derivatives, see (A-7) 
angle of steady flight path above horizontal 

-7/h 
elevator angle 

pltohlng angle, see Fig.2(b) 
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K 

A 

A 

FL1 
Y 

P 
u 

“8 
z 

X 
w 

i, 

w 

n 

-+mJ$ 
cuboff wavelength .UI minus five-thuds law spectrum 

d(~3psL) 

m/m4 

-Y/B 
local air aens1ty 

ms height deviatxm due to turbulence 

mtenslty of turbulence = rms gust velocity 

t/^t = time zn airsecs 

-hmd$ 
frequency of turbulence observed from aucraft 

(m/PS)~ 

-hm&E 
dJ 

. 

. 
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Altitude (feet ) 

O-IO thousand 
IO-30 thousand 

,30-50 thousand 

IC 
. Root: mean-square gust vYlacity (ft /set) 

Fig.1 Cumulative probability distribution of rms gust veloclty 
for routine operatlons 



Horizontal 

a Axes in steady flight condition 

Horizontal 

b Velocity components relative to steady wind 

0 
Horizontal 

c Velocity components relative to wmd 

Fig.2 ab&c Axes and aircraft velocity components 
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0’ 0’ 
I I 

Gust wavelength (feet) Gust wavelength (feet) 

IO6 IO6 IO5 IO5 IO4 IO4 1000 1000 100 100 
I I I I I I I I I I 

*I I IO 100 1000 
$ radians / airsec 

Fig.3 Longitudinal transfer function of medtum bomber and 
longitudinal turbulence spectrum 
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Gust wave length (feet) 
7 106 IO5 104 IO00 100 
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; 
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Fig.4 Lateral transfer function of medium bomber and 
vertical turbulence spectrum 



Full line - colculoted histogrom 

Dotted line - observed histogrom 

(figure Z(d) of reference I) 
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Fig.5 Percentage of cruise time spent by a subsonic jet within each 

altitude increment from cruise altitude, 40000 ft 
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‘.R.C. C.P. No.1003 629.13.076 : 
August 1967 551.51 : 

Alcott, 3.A.h. 
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519.242 

1 Al?IOSPHERIC TURBULCICE AND AISCRAF? ilEICHT-KEEPING ACCURACY 

4s a contributlo” LO the study ol vertical sepamtio” standards for use I” 
iIr traffic control. a” examiraC1”” is mde of the posslbil1t.y of apply,nS 
the soectnl methods already used 1” DSL load evaluarlons to the problem “I 
deCem,“i”g the height-keeping errors caused by atmspherlc turbulence. 
ilthcwb it Ls Iand CktL Lhe data ava!lable cm the lrrr Wquency conparents 
of atmospheric t.“lbule”ce a”im the “aL”m ol tie cmtml applied by the 
p,loL. whelher human or auLmatic. are not sllffcient to allw an accurate 
est,maLlm of these en-01-s. IL IS c”“cl”ded Lhat they do not make slgnlfl- 
cant cmti-fb”Llm to the Lotal errors experienced. IL 1s noted. hcwever, 
t&t cenaaln atmospheric phenanem lie mtslde the scope of the themy used 
here. 

‘.R.C. c .P. No. lW3 629.13.076 
Auwst 1967 551.51 . 

656.7.052.1 : 

P1Smr.L. B.A.% 519.242 

AlMOSPfiERIC IVRSULENCE AND AIRCRAFT HEICHT-GEPWG ACCURACY 

A.R.C. C.P. No.1009 
August 1967 

PltmLt. B.AJl. 

629.13.076 : 
551.51 : 
656.7.052.1 : 
519.242 

AP”3SP”ERIC TlREWlEtKE AND AIRCRAFT HEIGHT-I(EZPINC ACC”P.ACY 

As a co”trlb”tlm to the study “I vertical SepamtiM Standamis loi- “se I” 
a,rXmftfc control. a” examl”a~ia~ is made of Lhe posslbillty ol applyinS 
the spectral methods already ased I” SIX load evaluations Lo the problem 01 
determlnl”S the helrzbt-keeping errors caused by aumspheric turbulence. 
Althcwzb If Is f”““d tit tie data available m the 1~ freqllency cmpcnents 
01 ammospherlc tllr’b”le”ce and a, the “at,“-e 01 Lhe co”tl‘“l applied by the 
pilot. whctber bmm” or a”tma~,c, are “or s.,II,cie”t LO allow a” accurate 
e~Llmt10” of these ems, It is concluded that they do “or make sla,l,- 
cant co”trlb”Llon to the total errors experienced. It 1s noted, hwever, 
Char. certain atmospheric phena,,ene lie c”kslde Lhe scope of Lhe Lheory used 
here. 
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